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Purpose:
The purpose of this document is:
To review the Robson Road entrance which is one of the elements of the WNC NLHF
Project and one of the approved purposes. The document includes current position,
analysis, findings and recommendations to be submitted to NLHF (funders).
To provide a discussion paper outlining the above and seeking a view from Board
members on a provisional basis whether they would favour proceeding with the planned
construction or ceasing development of the Robson Road entrance.
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Understanding the current position

1.1

NLHF approved purpose
The South Metropolitan (West Norwood) Cemetery was awarded a NLHF grant in 2018 and
creating a new entrance at Robson Road is one of the approved purposes.

1.2

How was it achieved:
In the original NLHF Bid, the feasibility of creating a further entrance to the cemetery was
explored to provide ‘Access for All’. As submitted to NLHF, the new entrance will open up
the cemetery to the local residents provide a much-improved walk through the cemetery
rather than along Robson Road including over 1500 Park Hall Business Estate users, the
Aspire Wellbeing Centre and The Community Shop users. It will provide possible ‘out of
hours’ access for events held at the Chapel. This was consulted with stakeholders and end
users and was agreed and approved by NLHF as one of the approved purposes and
planning permission was sought.

1.3

What is included:
A new pedestrian access to the West Norwood Cemetery from Robson Road involving the
formation of a new opening within the existing boundary wall in the northeast corner of the
cemetery. Alterations within the cemetery including the formation of steps, ramp and a new
terrace and, repairs to the existing wall. Removal of the existing service enclosure and
prefabricated structures containing stores and a toilet. Removal of the east wing of
prefabricated structure with associated alterations to the remaining part of the structure.
The area adjacent to the entrance is to be re-modelled to give an entrance space that would
ultimately accommodate a columbarium (not funded through the NHLF project).

1.4

Consultations (reference to planning application ref: 18/02962/RG3 dt. 21.01.2019)
(Planning reference: https://planning.lambeth.gov.uk/onlineapplications/applicationDetails.do?keyVal=PBNTE2BOG8Z00&activeTab=summary)

Extensive consultations have been undertaken throughout the design development
Including the Steering group comprising SoMC, FoWNC, Lambeth Council and other
Stakeholders. The project manager has had continuing dialog with a number for
stakeholders throughout the design process in order to inform the design and Public
Consultation event ran from 6th August to 30th September 2017, which included a range of
questionnaires, open public sessions, emailing key stakeholders, distributing flyers to local
residents, blog, targeted consultation with key groups. This consultation has been written up
in a detailed report: Consultation on proposed changes to West Norwood Cemetery Lambeth
Council November 2017 (https://www.lambeth.gov.uk/sites/default/files/co-west-norwoodcemetery-consultation-stage-1-report-v1.0-FINAL.pdf)
Targeted Groups consultation were held with local tenants and resident’s association,
organisations and businesses and Robson Road Residents Association. The consultation
report relating to the initial consultation found that 77% of the respondents would support a
new entrance.

Further consultations and meetings were carried out with the steering group. (Appendix A:
110-01 _23.01.2018_Steering Group)
Apart from this, Lambeth Planning, Conservation Officer, NLHF mentor, Historic England
were consulted as part of the approval process.

(Ref: Appendix A Consultation report 110-01 _23.01.2018_Steering Group)

1.5

Where we are
The Planning approval was received 21/01/2019 and in the interests of meeting programme
most details of the scheme had already been developed in readiness for tendering and
discharge of planning conditions and faculty submissions. Trial pits have been carried out
and the detailed design options for the underpinning of the wall are being considered.

1.6

What has changed:
This is based on the input from the stakeholders and no wider consultations have been held
as these are based on perception that Anti-social behaviour (ASB) would increase due to an
additional entrance:
Covid 19 Impact: pandemic (from March 2020) appears to have caused a discernible shift in
the pattern of use by the public of the cemetery. It is being utilised by a greater number of
people for recreational purposes. There is a perception that this has led to an increase in
anti-social behaviour in the cemetery, in vandalism to memorials and (reported in the local
press) sexual assaults (Lambeth is analysing the crime stats). Some of the vandalism has
affected the Hellenic Enclosure (close to the proposed Robson Road entrance). Lambeth has
incurred repair costs in respect of the latter. There is a perception that another entrance may
increase the ASB issues in the cemetery.
Operational issues: drug use paraphernalia and sharps, the cost of provision of a security

presence (which might include CCTV) in the cemetery and ensuring the cemetery is a safe
place for women and girls without undue fear of attack.
1.7

Crime Statistics
On request from the stakeholders, we requested Crime statistics from Met Police website:

1.8

Crime Statistics analysis:
It’s difficult to analyse whether the entrance would increase the Anti-social behaviour in the
cemetery. But the entrances can be monitored via CCTV (currently not in the scope of this
project). The opening up of Robson Road entrance will increase visibility and presence of
community users that may have positive impact on the cemetery.
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Implementation Board discussions:
In the WNC NLHF Project Implementation Board meeting held on 24 September 2021, the
Board requested for an analysis to enable the review of the Robson Road entrance proposal
going forward.
London Borough of Lambeth worked with the Design team and prepared the following
analysis and a list of issues for consideration in case the proposals don’t go ahead:

2.1

Financial Analysis:
The current budget allowance within the overall funding package for the physical works
associated with forming an opening through the existing boundary wall to create a new
entrance at Robson Road is £18,700, which includes the provision of a contemporary gate.
In addition to this we have an allowance of £23,300 for works to the public highway at the
proposed entrance, giving a total allowance of £42,000.
In the event that a new Robson Road entrance is not created the landscaping works within
the cemetery would need to be fully redesigned as the current scheme is focussed on lead
the public to and from the proposed entrance. The design works are complete and these
design fees would therefore be abortive. We have also undertaken enabling works
associated with the proposed entrance as part of the Package B contract, an element of
which may become redundant / abortive should this area be redesigned.
Given the relatively modest budget of £42,000 for creating a new entrance at Robson Road
the omission of these works is unlikely to achieve any cost savings to the project, due to the
additional design fees, potential additional landscaping costs, and likelihood that the
procurement and delivery of this package of works would be delayed significantly, extending
the overall construction programme and associated project team fees.

2.2

Technical Analysis:
The consultants have based the Package A2 design work on the Robson Road area based
on the surveys and wider consultations that were carried out during various stages of the
project.
As part of the surveys and investigations, trial pits were carried out using hand excavations
and the shallow depth of the shallow depth of the foundations indicate that underpinning of
the wall will be required. Also, unrecorded services were also revealed that need further
investigations.
Also, the incoming power supply comes in from Robson Road under the wall. The
underpinning works will have to be designed in a way that the power supplies to the
Crematorium are significantly disrupted by the works. This also needs UKPN involvement
and consent.
Further investigations and detailed design will be required, and the party wall notices will be
needed in place to commence the works.
The planning permission is in place, but given that the boundary wall is listed, details the
revised underpinning design needs to be approved by the Conservation Officer prior to
commencement.
The area is consecrated and a Faculty has been applied for and the Diocesan Advisory
Committee (DAC) is supportive but wishes to see, amongst other details, more information
on structural interventions to the listed wall.

2.3

Funding Analysis:
The National Lottery Heritage Fund is contributing to the project and has laid out the 13
Approved Purposes in the grant award letter which is part of the contract signed by Lambeth
Council. The list of Approved Purposes includes, at point 2, a commitment to: “Create a new
pedestrian entrance at Robson Road’
As discussed with NLHF, this was valued as a strong element of the project over the
application review and at the time of the grant award decision. It is therefore a matter of
concern to the fund to have the commitment to complete this element questioned at this
stage. The questions may be raised:
•How would you improve the layout of the area in that corner of the cemetery and encourage
its use, so it does not remain (or be perceived to remain) a slightly unsafe corner?
•How would you improve access for local residents and businesses without the new
entrance?
•What alternative arrangements would be made for out of hours access to the Chapel?
As discussed with NLHF, if the Robson Road element is deleted, the assumption would be
that these would be deducted from the eligible costs, with the corresponding deduction in
total grant. If it was deemed that the effect of omitting the entrance had a significant effect on
the project outputs, it is possible the omission would have a wider effect on the grant award.
Any changes in Approved Purposes will be consulted with NLHF’s senior members of staff
who would decide how the Fund would wish to proceed in their consideration of the
application. It can have a significant risk to the funding.

2.4
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Issues for Consideration


Community Mandate in support of the Robson Road entrance: any proposals to change
or omit the Robson Road entrance will have to be consulted with the local community
and stakeholders.



It will have an impact on rest of the proposals and new planning application and new
faculty application will have to be submitted.



Redesign of chambers may be necessary for them to fit correctly in the revised scheme.



Columbaria: It’s a point of debate whether an opening or no opening would be best for
marketing the chambers.



Programme: this review is delaying the design and procurement of Package A2 and any
further changes to the proposal will significantly impact the programme.



Risk to the funding: NLHF will need to agree the removing the entrance (opening), and
still funding the scheme.



Risk of disagreement with the funders as this is a change to the approved purposes



Planned Access to the cemetery as per the approved Design is reduced.

Conclusion and recommendations:


proceeding with the current proposals as a single Package (as part of Package A2 that
includes the Lodge building and the entrances) as per the NLHF agreed purposes.



to proceed with the Package A2 and create a separate package for Robson Road
entrance that needs further investigation and discussions. This will increase the costs
and may need applying for fresh planning approvals. This cost will not be funded by
NLHF.

